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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a jet noise modeling method of modeling jet noises generated by a jet stream
jetted by a jet engine, a jet noise analyzing method, and an aircraft designing method using the jet noise modeling
method and the jet noise analyzing method.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] An aircraft design is required to include means for reducing jet noises generated by a jet stream jetted by an
engine and uses the shielding effect of an airframe on isolating jet noises. It is necessary to analyze a sound field of jet
noises to examine the noise shielding effect of an airframe. A jet stream is analyzed by unsteady Navier-Stokes analysis
(NS analysis), such as large eddy simulation (LES) or direct Navier-Stokes (DNS) analysis. The condition of the sound
field of jet noises is determined on the basis of a pressure variation estimated from the results of analysis. Unsteady NS
analysis takes extremely much time. It is very difficult for the ability of a current computer to achieve the analysis of a
jet stream jetted by an actual jet engine
[0003] An aerodynamic sound source search system disclosed in JP-A 2005-3368 determines a sound source distri-
bution of aerodynamic sounds generated around an object placed in a field of flow. This aerodynamic sound source
search system calculates the distribution of velocity vectors in a predetermined finite computational region, and calculates
a sound source distribution around the object on the basis of the distribution of velocity vectors, taking into account the
influence of vortices outside the computational region. This aerodynamic sound source search system sets a predeter-
mined finite computational region as a range for calculating velocity vectors in the field of flow, converts the influence
of vortices outside the computational region into the influence of vortices in the computational region, and determines
the distribution of dipole sound sources by using an expression developed by combining the Howe’s vortex expression
and a compact Green function suitable for the shape of the object. Although this aerodynamic sound source search
system can determine the distribution of sound sources in the field of flow, this aerodynamic sound source search system
cannot be applied to the analysis of a sound field of jet noises.
[0004] A noise environment evaluating system disclosed in JP-A 6-4512 is used for analyzing the levels and distribution
of noises generated by a plurality of noise sources. This noise environment evaluating system enters data on the
arrangement of buildings including walls, and noise sources, produces a sound ray model of sound propagation passages
from the data on the arrangement of buildings and the noise sources, determines sound pressure levels at observation
points on the sound propagation passages by using an expression expressing sound attenuation in distance, and
synthesizes the thus determined sound pressure levels. This noise environment evaluating system can simply evaluate
the levels and distribution of the current noises by entering data on the arrangement of buildings, and noise sources.
Thus this noise environment evaluating system can simulate the changes of a noise environment resulting from change
in planning conditions without restraint. However, this noise environment evaluating system cannot be applied to the
analysis of a sound field of jet noises.
[0005] A noise level predicting method is disclosed in JP-A 1-227023. This noise level predicting method predicts a
noise level on the basis of the sound power level of a sound source and distance from the sound source. This noise
level predicting method calculates the mean sound power level of the sound power levels of a plurality of element planes
defined by circumferentially dividing a semispherical plane having its center at the sound source, and calculates the
respective ratios of the sound power levels of the element planes to the mean sound power level to use the same as
noise directivities for correcting the noise levels. This noise level predicting method cannot be applied to the analysis of
a sound field of jet noises.
[0006] The article "Navier-Stokes analysis methods for turbulent jet flows with application to aircraft exhaust nozzles"
by N. Georgiadis and J. DeBonis, published in Progress in Aerospace Sciences, volume 42 (2006) describes compu-
tational fluid dynamics methods as applied to the simulation of turbulent jet flowfields issuing form aircraft engine exhaust
nozzles.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to provide a computer-based jet noise source modeling
method of modeling a jet noise source applicable to the analysis of jet noises, and to provide a jet noise analyzing method
and an aircraft designing method using the jet noise source modeling method.
[0008] The present invention is a computer-based jet noise source modeling method of creating a jet noise source
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model, comprising:

setting a plurality of point sound sources for quantizing a strength distribution of a jet noise source determined
through an analysis of a jet stream by dividing the jet stream into sections along an axis of the jet stream, the plurality
of point sound sources being set at respective points of the sections;
determining respective sound source strengths of respective point sound sources;
determining respective phases of the respective point sound sources based on the respective sound source strengths
taken at a plurality of observations points and a known noise level of a far free sound field related with the jet stream;
and
using the jet noise source model in the development of an aircraft.

[0009] According to the present invention, the plurality of point sound sources are set through the analysis of a jet
stream, the respective sound strengths of the point sound sources are determined, and the respective phases of noises
of the point sound sources are determined by using data on the known noise level. A jet noise source model can be
practically formed by thus modeling noises of a jet stream in a short period. The plurality of point sound sources are
determined by quantizing the strength distribution in the jet sound source, and the phases of the point sound sources
are determined so as to coincide with a known noise level. Thus actual jet noises can be accurately modeled. The sound
source model thus obtained is suitable for application to the analysis of a sound field around a jet stream, such as the
analysis of the noise shielding effect of an object.
[0010] Preferably, the point sound sources are set along a jet axis of the jet stream.
[0011] According to the present invention, the point sound sources are set along the jet axis of a jet stream. Noises
of the jet stream are distributed symmetrically with respect to the jet axis and hence an efficient sound source model
can be obtained. Any objects are not arranged on the jet axis, and the point sound sources are arranged on the jet axis.
Therefore, the sound source model is suitable for analyzing a sound field around the jet stream, such as the analysis of
the noise shielding effect of an object.
[0012] The present invention is a jet noise analyzing method of analyzing a sound field around a jet stream by using
a jet noise source model created by the jet noise source modeling method mentioned above.
[0013] According to the present invention, a sound field of jet noises can be analyzed by using the suitable sound
source model obtained by the sound source modeling method. Therefore, the jet noise shielding effect of an object and
a sound field around a jet stream can be properly analyzed.
[0014] The present invention is an aircraft designing method of designing an aircraft, wherein an influence of an
airframe on a jet noise is estimated by the jet noise analyzing method mentioned above when the aircraft is designed.
[0015] According to the present invention, the effect of an airframe on jet noises can be properly analyzed by the
analyzing method and an aircraft can be designed on the basis of the results of the analysis. Thus an aircraft capable
of effectively shielding the interior thereof from jet noises can be designed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent
from the following description taken in connection with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a flow chart of a jet noise analyzing method in a preferred embodiment according to the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a noise analyzer 20 capable of carrying out the jet noise analyzing method shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of a nozzle 30 for assistance in explaining noises generated by a jet engine 26;
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing the results of analysis of an unsteady flow by way of example;
Fig. 5 is a sectional view of a jet stream 31 for assistance in explaining an image of estimating jet noises based on
steady RANS analysis;
Fig. 6 is a graph showing a Mach number distribution determined by RANS analysis;
Fig. 7 is a graph showing turbulent energy determined by RANS analysis;
Fig. 8 is a graph showing energy dissipation determined by RANS analysis;
Fig. 9 is a graph showing the root mean square q of velocities and a mean turbulence damping ratio ω;
Fig. 10 is a diagram of assistance in explaining a method of determining the respective sound source strengths Sn
of point sound source On;
Fig. 11 is a diagram of assistance in explaining a method of determining the phases ψ of the point sound sources On;
Fig. 12 is a graph showing sound pressure levels (SPL) included in an existing database by way of example;
Fig. 13 is a graph showing sound source strength distributions in an example of a sound source model to be created;
Fig. 14 is a graph showing phase distributions in an example of a sound source model to be created;
Fig. 15 is a graph showing an example of a noise level estimated by using a sound source model of a case 1 specified
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in Table 1;
Fig. 16 is a graph showing an example of a noise level estimated by using a sound source model of a case 2 specified
in Table 1;
Fig. 17 is a graph showing another example of noise levels estimated by using a sound source model for a case 1
specified in Table 1; and
Fig. 18 is a graph showing another example of a noise levels estimated by using a sound source model for a case
2 specified in Table 1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0017] The jet noise analyzing method (hereinafter, referred to as "noise analyzing method") in the preferred embod-
iment includes a sound source modeling method of modeling a jet noise source. According to the noise analyzing method,
a sound field around a jet stream is analyzed by using a sound source model produced by the sound source modeling
method. Therefore, the noise analyzer 20 shown in Fig. 2 is a modeling device for producing a sound source model.
[0018] An aircraft is provided with a jet engine 26 having a nozzle 30 as shown in Fig. 3. The jet engine 26 jets a jet
stream 31 through the nozzle 30 to generate a thrust. Noises generated by the jet engine 26 include a noise generated
by a compressor and directionally spreading as indicated by continuous lines 27 in Fig. 3, a noise generated by a turbine
and a combustor and directionally spreading as indicated by a broken line 28 in Fig. 3, and a jet noise generated by a
jet stream 31 and directionally spreading as indicated by a two-dot chain line 29 in Fig. 3. The jet noise generated by
the jet stream 31 has a high noise level and spreads in a wide range. Therefore, the reduction of the jet noise is important
for the development and designing an aircraft that produces a thrust by jetting a jet stream 31, particularly, for a very-
high-speed transport that cruises at a very high speed of, for example, a Mach number M of 1.6. The jet engine 26, such
as a turbofan engine, used by a very-high-speed transport is an engine having a low bypass ratio. As mentioned above,
the jet noise (mixing noise) is a principal sound source. The jet noise may be reduced by an ejector nozzle or a lobed
mixer. However, the use of an ejector nozzle or a lobed mixer increases the weight of the aircraft deteriorating the flying
performance of the aircraft. Thus it is important for an aircraft, such as a very-high-speed transport, to reduce the jet
noise to the least possible extent.
[0019] A jet noise that reaches a part of an airframe on the opposite side of the jet stream with respect to the airframe
can be reduced without using additional members which will increase the weight of the aircraft if the jet noise can be
shielded by the airframe. Therefore, a noise analyzing method of the present invention is used, for example, to evaluate
the noise shielding effect of the airframe. The airframe includes main wings, a fuselage, a vertical fin and horizontal
stabilizers. The evaluation of the noise shielding effect of the airframe is only an example of uses of the noise analyzing
method of the present invention and the noise analyzing method of the present invention is applicable to the analysis
of a jet noise for other purposes.
[0020] The noise analyzer 20 shown in Fig. 2 includes an input device 21, a storage device 22, an external storage
device 23, an arithmetic unit 24 and an output device 25. The noise analyzer 20 is, for example, a super computer. The
input device 21 is, for example, a keyboard or the like for entering jet information about the jet stream 31, instruction
information about instructions requesting modeling and analyzing the sound source of the jet noise, and such. The
information about the jet stream 31 is, for example, information including jet conditions including the inside diameter of
the nozzle 30, the velocity of the jet stream 31 at the exit of the nozzle 30 (hereinafter referred to as "jet exit velocity"),
the temperature of the jet stream 31 at the exit of the nozzle 30 (hereinafter referred to as "jet exit temperature"), and
the pressure of the jet stream 31 at the exit of the nozzle 30 (hereinafter referred to as "jet exit pressure").
[0021] The storage device 22 is a means, for storing information in a storage medium held in the computer, including,
for example, a hard disk drive and a semiconductor memory. The external storage device 23 is a means for writing
information to detachable recording mediums, such as compact disks (CDs) and digital versatile disks (DVDs), and
reading the recorded information from the recording mediums. An information holding unit includes the storage device
22 and the external storage device 23. Data necessary for operations specified by an operation program including
directions for accomplishing a sound source modeling method and a noise analyzing method of the present invention,
and an operation program including directions for accomplishing necessary operations are stored by the unit. The
information holding unit may temporarily hold information entered by operating the input device 21.
[0022] The arithmetic unit 24 is, for example, a central processing unit (CPU). The arithmetic unit 24 reads an operation
program including an optimal operation program and an analytical operation program and data from either of the storage
device 22 and the external storage device 23 according to directions entered by operating the input device 21. Then,
the arithmetic unit 24 executes operations for modeling a jet noise source and noise analysis using jet conditions. The
output device 25 provides information including results operations of the arithmetic unit 24. The output device 25 is, for
example, a display. The output device 25 may be a printer.
[0023] The external recording device 23 may record information including the jet conditions on a readable recording
medium, read the information from the recording medium and enter the information into the arithmetic unit 24. Results
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of operations of the arithmetic unit 24 may be recorded on a recording medium and sent out by the external recording
device 23. Thus the external recording device 23 functions also as an information input means and an information output
means for providing information including results of operations.
[0024] The arithmetic unit 24 of the noise analyzer 20 carries out a noise analyzing method. The input device 21 enters
the jet conditions into the arithmetic unit 24 and gives a command causing the arithmetic unit 24 to perform noise analysis.
As shown in Fig. 1, a noise analyzing procedure is started in step s0. Then, in step s1, namely, a condition setting step,
the arithmetic unit 24 receives the input jet conditions and set the same as operational conditions. After the step s1 has
been accomplished, the noise analyzing procedure goes to step s2.
[0025] In step s2, namely, data calculating step, a computation grid is generated, and data on the steady flow field of
the jet stream 31 (hereinafter, referred to as "steady flow data") is obtained through RANS analysis (Reynolds-averaged
Navier Stokes analysis). The steady flow data on the jet stream 31 includes velocity, temperature, pressure, intensity
of turbulence, and turbulence damping rate. After the data has been calculated in step s2, the noise analyzing procedure
goes to step s3, namely, a propagation factor calculating step.
[0026] In step s3, namely, a propagation factor calculating step, a propagation factor for a sound wave is calculated
by using the steady flow data on the jet stream. Then, in step s4, namely, a sound source strength calculating step, the
jet stream 31 is divided into sections along the axis L of the jet stream 31 (hereinafter referred to as "jet axis L"), point
sound sources are set at the respective middle points of the sections, respectively, and the respective strengths of the
point sound sources are calculated. Then, the noise analyzing procedure goes to step s5, namely, a noise level deter-
mining step.
[0027] In step s5, noise levels at observation points far from the jet stream 31 and having the same jet conditions as
those determined in step s1 respectively for direction angles ϕ are retrieved from an existing database. As shown in Fig.
3, each direction angle ϕ is an angle between a line extending from a point P0 on the jet axis L at the outlet of the nozzle
30 and the jet axis L. The direction angle ϕ is called also an azimuth angle. For example, the database is a collection
of measured data obtained through experiments. After the noise level has been determined in step s5, the noise analyzing
procedure goes to step s6, namely, a phase determining step.
[0028] In step s6, phases are assumed for the point sound sources, and noise levels at the observation points for
which the noise levels were determined in step s5. The calculated noise levels are compared with the noise levels
retrieved from the database, and the phases are optimized such that the calculated noise levels coincide with the noise
levels retrieved from the database, respectively. Thus a sound source model modeling the jet noise generated by the
jet stream by a plurality of point sound sources specified by the sound source strengths and the phases is obtained.
After the phases have been determined in step s6, the noise analyzing procedure goes to step s7.
[0029] The sound source modeling method includes steps s1 to s6. The sound source modeling method generates a
sound source model. In step s7, namely, a sound field analyzing step, a sound field around the jet stream is analyzed
using the sound source model obtained in step s6. The noise shielding effect of the airframe can be evaluated by
analyzing the sound field on an assumption that the airframe is disposed in the sound frame. The noise analyzing
procedure is ended in step s8 after the completion of the sound field analysis in step s7.
[0030] This embodiment obtains a distribution of point sound sources by quantizing the distribution of sound source
strengths, and adjusts the phase angles of the point sound sources so as to coincide with directivities of the point sound
sources obtained from the database, such as cold Jet. The sound source model thus created is effective in reproducing
directivities. Thus the present invention provides a good noise modeling method. Jet noise is analyzed by using a sound
source model formed by the noise modeling method.
[0031] This embodiment creates a simple shape model simulating an airframe, uses the sound source model and the
simple shape model, uses software for analyzing the sound field around the jet stream, and evaluates the noise shielding
effect of the airframe to confirm the noise shielding effect of the airframe. An airframe having a high noise shielding
effect is selected and an airframe having the shape of the selected airframe is designed. Thus an ideal airframe can be
designed. A designing method according to the present invention designs an airframe having a high noise shielding
effect by using the sound source model to design an airframe for an aircraft. There are not particular restrictions on the
method of analyzing a sound field using a sound source model, the method may use a finite element method or a
boundary element method. This embodiment uses, for example, a fast multipole boundary element method (FMBEM).
[0032] It is a great feature of a modeling method according to the present invention that the characteristics of jet noise
can be accurately indicated by setting a plurality of point sound sources by quantizing a strength distribution by analysis,
such as steady RANS analysis, and representing each point sound source by sound source strength and phase char-
acteristic. The noise characteristic of jet noise is dependent on whether the jet is a subsonic jet or a supersonic jet,
whether or not the noise characteristic is affected by the flying speed of the airframe relative to the surroundings, and
whether the jet is a cold jet or a hot jet. The modeling method and the analyzing method of the present invention are
applicable to the analysis of noises of those various conditions.
[0033] Fig. 4 is a diagram showing the results of analysis of an unsteady jet flow by way of example. The improvement
of the computational ability of computers has promoted active studies of a method of directly calculating jet noise
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generated by the jet stream 31 through the analysis of the unsteady flow of the jet stream 31 as shown in Fig. 4 by LES
(large eddy simulation) and DNS (direct numerical simulation). However, the method cannot be practically applied to
the calculation of jet noise because extremely much time is necessary for the ability of the existing computer to accomplish
calculation for a sufficiently large number of grids corresponding to conditions for a high Reynolds number.
[0034] On the other hand, the steady RANS (Reynolds averaged Navier-stokes) analysis employed by the present
invention that estimates jet noise by using data on steady flow obtained from the results of steady RANS analysis of the
jet stream 31 is an analysis based on CFD (computational fluid dynamics). According to the present invention, CFD
analysis is accomplished by steady-state analysis. The present invention needs to analyze only an axisymmetric, two-
dimensional stream and can greatly reduce operations for numerical calculation.
[0035] Fig. 5 is a sectional view of the jet stream 31 for assistance in explaining an image of estimating jet noise based
on steady RANS analysis. Propagation of sound waves in the jet stream 31 is modeled by a time-averaged velocity, a
time-averaged density and a time-averaged pressure obtained through the steady RANS analysis. A typical phenomenon
will be explained with reference to an imaginary sound source 40 by way of example. When a sound wave crosses a
strong velocity shear layer in the envelope of the jet stream 31, an inner part of the wavefront advances ahead of an
outer part of the wavefront because the velocity of an inner part of the jet stream 31 is higher than that of an outer part
of the same. Consequently, the sound wave propagates along a curved path indicated by an arrow 44.
[0036] A distribution of sound source strengths and temporal and spatial phase relationships are modeled by turbulence
statistics obtained by steady RANS analysis. The turbulence statistics include a time-averaged turbulence strength and
a time-averaged turbulence damping ratio. A characteristic phenomenon will be explained with reference to two imaginary
sound sources 41 and 42 and an imaginary observation point 43 shown in Fig. 5 by way of example. Interference between
sound waves respectively generated by the two imaginary sound sources 41 and 42 in the jet stream 31 occurs at the
observation point 43. Those sound waves strengthen or weaken each other depending on the temporal and spatial
phase relationships between the imaginary sound sources 41 and 42 at the observation point 43.
[0037] The effect of sound sources in the jet stream 31 on noise level in a far field can be calculated by integrating
the two models of propagation of the sound waves, and temporal and spatial relationships of the distribution of sound
source strengths.
[0038] The sound source strength S(x, f)[Pa2/Hz] at a point x far from the jet stream can be expressed by Expression
(1). Some variables in Expression (1) are represented by Expressions (2) to (4). 

f: frequency (Hz)
x: Position of an optional point distant from the jet stream 31
x2 : Coordinate of an optional point in the jet stream 31
pa : Sound propagation coefficient
ls: Representative size of small eddies
τs : Representative damping time of small eddies
qs : Standard variation of kinetic energy [Pa2]
a∞ : Sound velocity in the ambient atmosphere
u: Time-averaged speed along the jet axis

^
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ρ: Time-averaged density
q : Variable of turbulence model, mean square of speed variation
ω : Variable of turbulence model, mean turbulence damping ratio

[0039] The variables cl, cτ and A are adjustable constants specific to a turbulence model. Those adjustable constants

are adjusted such that data on a turbulence model coincide satisfactorily with known noise data obtained through

experiments or the like. In the following description, symbols respectively provided with " " and "-" will be represented

by symbols respectively followed by " " (circumflex) and "-" (over line). For example, qs circumflex will be represented

by "qs " and ρ over line will be represented by "ρ-" in this text.

[0040] The position x can be indicated by spherical coordinates (R, θ, Φ), where R is distance from the outlet of the
nozzle, θ is angle between a direction and the jet axis L, and Φ is angle from a reference plane.
[0041] Sound source strength S(x, f) is the strength of a sound of a frequency f at the position x. Sound propagation
coefficient pa(x2, x, f) is the coefficient of propagation of the sound of the frequency f between the position x and a
position x2. A coordinate system is a cylindrical coordinate system (y, r, α) indicating a point by distance r from the y-
axis coinciding with the jet axis L on which distance from the exit of the nozzle 30 is measured, and angle α about the
y-axis. A position on the cylindrical coordinate system is indicated by coordinates (y, r, α)
[0042] The sound propagation coefficient pa (x2, x, f), and variables ua(x2, x, f), va(x2, x, f) and wa(x2, x, f) are obtained
by numerically solving Expression (5).

γ: Specific heat ratio
δ: Dirac δ function
y2: X-coordinate of the position x2
r2: R-coordinate of the position x2
α2: α-coordinate of the position x2
i: Imaginary unit
pa: Sound propagation coefficient

[0043] Steps of the noise analyzing procedure will be described again on the basis of Expressions (1) to (4) expressing
sound source strength and Expression (5) expressing sound propagation coefficient. The input jet conditions are received
and set in step s1. The jet conditions are shown in Table 1 by way of example.

Case 1 Case 2

Mach number 0.6 0.8

Static pressure ratio 1 1

Density ratio 1.06 1

Reynolds number 3.723106 5.113106

Nozzle outlet insude diameter (m) 0.02794 0.02794

Jet outlet speed (m/s) 195 272
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[0044] Jet conditions for a case 1 and a case 2 are shown in Table 1. Jet exit temperature is not shown. Static pressure
ratio is the ratio of the static pressure of the jet stream 31 to that of the ambient atmosphere. Mach number is the moving
speed of the nozzle 30 relative to the ambient atmosphere. Density ratio is the ratio of the density of the jet stream 31
to that of the ambient atmosphere. The input device 21 is operated to give those jet conditions to the arithmetic unit 24.
[0045] Fig. 6 is a graph showing a Mach number distribution for the case 1 determined by RANS analysis. Fig. 6 shows
the Mach number distribution on one side of the jet axis L in a section containing the jet axis L. In Fig. 6, y-coordinates
on the cylindrical coordinate system is measured on the horizontal axis, r-coordinates are measured on the vertical axis.
The Mach number M is on the order of 0.3 in a whitish region, which corresponds to a mixed layer 34, in Fig. 6. The
Mach number M is on the order of 0.6 in a comparatively dark region, which corresponds to a core 33, nearer to the y-
axis than the mixed layer 34. The Mach number M is approximately 0 in a comparatively dark region farther from the y-
axis than the mixed region 34. This comparative dark region extends outside the jet stream 31.
[0046] Fig. 7 is a graph showing turbulent energy determined by RANS analysis. In Fig. 7, the turbulent energy at
positions on the γ-axis, i.e., on the jet axis L, for the case 1 and that for the second case 2 are indicated by a continuous
line and a broken line, respectively. In Fig. 7, y-coordinates are measured on the horizontal axis. The y-coordinates are
expressed in a unit of the inside diameter D1 of the jet nozzle 30. Turbulent energy q/a0 is measured on the vertical
axis. The symbol a0 indicates sound velocity in the ambient atmosphere. As obvious from Fig. 7, turbulent energy
increases sharply from a position at a distance from the outlet of the nozzle 30, reaches a peak, and the decreases
gradually with distance from the nozzle 30.
[0047] Fig. 8 is a graph showing energy dissipation determined by RANS analysis. In Fig. 8, a continuous line and a
broken line indicate modes of dissipation of the turbulent energy at positions on the y-axis coinciding with the jet axis L,
for the case 1 and the case 2, respectively. In Fig. 8, y-coordinates are measured on the horizontal axis. The y-coordinates
are expressed in a unit of the inside diameter D1 of the jet nozzle 30. Turbulent energy dissipation quantity ωD/a0
indicating a state of dissipation of turbulent energy is measured on the vertical axis in Fig. 8. As obvious from Fig. 8, the
dissipation of turbulent energy increases sharply from a position at a distance from the outlet of the nozzle 30, reaches
a peak and decreases gradually with distance from the outlet of the nozzle 30.
[0048] Fig. 9 is a graph showing the root mean square q of velocity variations and a mean turbulence damping ratio
ω. In Fig. 9, y-coordinates are measured on the horizontal axis. Root mean square q of velocity variations and mean
turbulence damping ratio ω are measured on the vertical axis. Root mean square q is indicated by a continuous line and
a mean turbulence damping ratio ω is indicated by a two-dot chain line. Data, for example, for the case 1 is shown in
Fig. 9. In step s2, RANS analysis is carried out on the basis of the set jet conditions to obtain steady flow data, namely,
basic data, as shown in Figs. 6 to 9 by way of example.
[0049] In step s3, the propagation characteristic pa(x2, x, f) of the propagation of the sound wave from an arbitrary
position x2 in the jet stream 31 to an arbitrary position x outside the jet stream 31 is determined by using the steady flow
data. The propagation characteristic pa(x2, x, f) is obtained by numerically solving Expression (5).
[0050] In step s4, the jet stream 31 is divided into sections along the jet axis L of the jet stream 31, namely, the y-axis,
at intervals Δy as shown in Fig. 9, and point sound sources are set at the respective middle points of the sections,
respectively. Thus a plurality of point sound sources On are arranged at equal intervals on the jet axis L. The numbers
n are natural numbers assigned to the point sound sources in order of proximity to the nozzle exit.
[0051] Fig. 10 is a diagram of assistance in explaining a method of determining the respective sound source strengths
Sn of the point sound source On. In step s4, the sound source strength Sn of each point sound source On is calculated
using Expression (6) based on Expression (1), and Expressions (2) to (4). 

D: Inside diameter of the exit of the nozzle 30
uj: Jet exit velocity
x2: Position of an optional point in the jet stream 31
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x: Position of an optional point outside the jet stream 31

[0052] Fig. 11 is a diagram of assistance in explaining a method of determining the phases ψ of the point sound
sources On. Fig. 12 is a graph showing sound levels (SPL) included in an existing database by way of example. The
database may be, for example, the ESDU (Engineering and Science Data Unit). A plurality of observation points Mm far
from the jet stream 31 respectively having different direction angles ϕ are set as shown in Fig. 11 in step s5. The subscript
m represents any one of natural numbers assigned to the observation points, respectively, to identify the observation
pints. Direction angles ϕm are identified by subscripts 1, 2, 3, ..., m-1, m, m+1, ... assigned to the direction angles ϕ in
increasing order of direction angles ϕ, respectively. Noise levels Lm respectively for the observation points are retrieved
from the existing database. For example, three observation points M1 to M3 are set in the example shown in Fig. 11.
For example, the direction angles ϕ at the observation points M1, M2 and M3 are 30°, 40° and 60°, respectively. Noise
levels Lm at the observation points Mm as shown in Fig. 12 are retrieved from the database. Thus the noise levels Lm
at the distant points having the direction angles ϕm are retrieved from the existing database in step s5.
[0053] In step s6, phases ψn are determined respectively for the point sound sources On. The noise levels at the
observation points Mm are determined by using sound source strengths Sn of the point sound sources On through
calculation using Expression (7). The calculated noise levels are discriminated from the noise levels Lm retrieved from
the database by a circumflex and are denoted by Lm

^. To facilitate understanding, the noise levels retrieved from the
existing database are called known noise levels Lm and the calculated noise levels calculated using Expression (7) are
called calculated noise levels Lm

^. 

[0054] In Expression (7), "pref" is a reference sound pressure (= 2310-5 Pa) and i is imaginary unit.
[0055] In step s6, the phases ψn of the point sound sources On are determined by using, for example, an optimization
algorithm such that the sum of squares of the remainders of subtraction of the known noise levels Lm from the corre-
sponding calculated noise levels Lm

^ is reduced to the least possible value. The optimization algorithm for determining
the phases of the point sound sources On is not a special one and may be any suitable algorithm, such as a gradient
method or a genetic algorithm. Thus a sound source model represented by the plurality of point sound sources On
specified by the noise strengths Sn and the phases ψn is created.
[0056] A sound field around the jet stream 31 is analyzed using the thus created sound source model and an airframe
model in step s7 to evaluate the noise shielding effect of the airframe. An airframe shape having a high noise shielding
effect is determined on the basis of the results of analysis made by this analyzing method. An airframe capable of
reducing jet noise can be designed by using the airframe shape thus determined.
[0057] Fig. 13 is a graph showing sound source strength distributions in an example of a sound source model to be
created. Fig. 14 is a graph showing phase distributions in an example of a sound source model to be created. In Fig.
13, y-coordinates are measured on the horizontal axis, and sound source strengths Sn are measured o the vertical axis.
In Fig. 14, y-coordinates are measured on the horizontal axis, and phase angles ψn are measured on the vertical axis.
The y-coordinates measured on the horizontal axis in Figs. 13 and 14 indicate positions of the point sound sources On
on the jet axis L. Values of the y-coordinates are expressed in a unit of the inside diameter D of the nozzle 30. Data
shown in Figs. 13 and 14 are for the case 2 shown in Table 1. In Figs. 13 and 14, continuous lines, broken lines and
two-dot chain lines indicate variations of sound source strength with distance for frequencies f of 4 kHz, 1 kHz and 250
Hz, respectively. Thus the method of the present invention can create a sound source model modeling the point sound
sources On by using the sound source strengths Sn and the phases ψn.
[0058] Fig. 15 is a graph showing an example of a noise level estimated by using the sound source model of the case
1 specified in Table 1 and Fig. 16 is a graph showing an example of a noise level estimated by using the sound source
model of the case 2 specified in Table 1. Data shown in Figs. 15 and 16 was obtained through estimation using a sound
source model created by determining the phase angles ψn such that the calculated sound levels Lm

^ for the observation
point having a direction angle of 90° agree most closely with the corresponding known sound levels Lm in step s6 in
relation with sound radiation of fine scale turbulence.
[0059] In Figs. 15 and 16, frequencies are measured on the horizontal axis, and noise levels are measured on the
vertical axis. In Figs. 15 and 16, solid circles, solid squares, solid rhombuses, and blank triangles indicate noise levels
retrieved from the ESDU, namely, the existing database, for direction angles ϕ of 30°, 60°, 90° and 120°, respectively.
In Figs. 15 and 16, solid lines, broken lines, two-dot chain lines and chain lines indicate estimated variations of noise
levels estimated through the analysis of an ambient sound field using the created sound source model for direction
angles ϕ of 30°, 60°, 90° and 120°, respectively. As obvious from Figs. 15 and 16, although the estimated sound level
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for the observation point in the direction of the direction angle ϕ of 30° is somewhat different from the corresponding
noise level retrieved from the existing database, the estimated noise levels agree comparatively satisfactorily with the
corresponding noise levels retrieved from the existing database.
[0060] Fig. 17 is a graph showing another example of noise levels estimated by using a created sound source model
for the case 1 specified in Table 1 and Fig. 18 is a graph showing another example of noise levels estimated by using
the created sound source model for the case 2 specified in Table 1. Data shown in Figs. 17 and 18 was obtained through
estimation using a sound source model created by determining the phases ψn such that the calculated sound levels Lm

^

for the observation point having a direction angle of 30° agree most closely with the corresponding known sound levels
Lm in step s6 in relation with sound radiation of large turbulences structures.
[0061] In Figs. 17 and 18, frequencies are measured on the horizontal axis, and noise levels are measured on the
vertical axis. In Figs. 17 and 18, solid circles, solid squares, solid rhombuses, and blank triangles indicate noise levels
retrieved from the ESDU, namely, the existing database, for direction angles ϕ of 30°, 60°, 90° and 120°, respectively.
In Figs. 17 and 18, continuous lines, broken lines, two-dot chain lines and chain lines indicate estimated variations of
noise levels estimated through the analysis of an ambient sound field using the created sound source model for direction
angles ϕ of 30°, 60°, 90° and 120°, respectively. As obvious from Figs. 17 and 18, the estimated sound levels are
approximately equal to the corresponding noise levels retrieved from the existing database regardless of direction angles
ϕ. As shown in Fig. 3, the jet noise as viewed macroscopically has a directional characteristic such that the jet noise is
radiated in a direction of a direction angle ϕ of 30°. The sound source model used for estimating the data shown in Figs.
17 and 18 was created by determining the phase in connection with an observation point in a jet noise radiating direction.
The jet noise radiating direction is a direction in which jet noise of a high radiant intensity is radiated. The sound source
model created by taking into consideration the directional characteristic of the jet noise in relation with the jet noise
radiating direction is an accurate sound source model capable of simulating noises in a wide range of direction angles
between 30° and 120°.
[0062] As apparent from the foregoing description, the sound source modeling method and the noise analyzing method
of the present invention are applicable to the noise analysis and design of a low-resistance blended wing body airframe,
for example, to reduce sonic boom strength by half. The sound source modeling method and the noise analyzing method
of the present invention are applicable to noise analysis and design for techniques of integrating advanced systems
including unmanned aircraft capable of taking off, landing and supersonic flying. The sound source modeling method
and the noise analyzing method of the present invention can be applied to the analysis of a sound field around a rocket
launching pad.
[0063] The foregoing embodiments are only examples of the present invention and many changes and variations are
possible therein. For example, an algorithm other than the algorithm used herein may be used, and the set positions of
the point sound sources do not necessarily need to be arranged at equal intervals on the jet axis.
[0064] Although the invention has been described in its preferred embodiments with a certain degree of particularity,
obviously many changes and variations are possible therein. It is therefore to be understood that the present invention
may be practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein without departing from the scope of the invention as
defined in the claims.

Claims

1. A computer-based jet noise source modeling method of creating a jet noise source model, comprising:

setting a plurality of point sound sources for quantizing a strength distribution of a jet noise source determined
through a steady Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) analysis of a jet stream by dividing the jet stream
into sections along an axis of the jet stream, the plurality of point sound sources being set at respective points
of the sections;
determining respective sound source strengths of respective point sound sources;
determining respective phases of the respective point sound sources based on the respective sound source
strengths taken at a plurality of observations points and a known noise level of a far free sound field related
with the jet stream;

creating a jet noise source model represented by the obtained sound source strengths and phases; and
using the jet noise source model in the development of an aircraft.

2. The jet noise source modeling method according to claim 1, wherein the point sound sources are set along a jet
axis of the jet stream.
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3. A jet noise analyzing method of analyzing a sound field around a jet stream by using a jet noise source model
created by the jet noise source modeling method according to claim 1.

4. A jet noise analyzing method of analyzing a sound field around a jet stream by using a jet noise source model
created by the jet noise source modeling method according to claim 2.

5. An aircraft designing method of designing an aircraft, including the step of estimating an influence of an airframe
on a jet noise using the jet noise analyzing method according to claim 3.

6. An aircraft designing method of designing an aircraft including the step of estimating an influence of an airframe on
a jet noise using the jet noise analyzing method according to claim 4.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerbasiertes Strahlgeräuschquellenmodellierungsverfahren zur Erzeugung eines Strahlgeräuschquellenmo-
dells, umfassend:

Festlegen einer Vielzahl von Punktgeräuschquellen zum Quantifizieren einer Stärkenverteilung einer Strahlge-
räuschquelle bestimmt durch eine stetige Reynolds-gemittelte Navier-Stokes-(RANS)-Analyse eines Strahl-
stroms durch Teilen des Strahlstroms in Abschnitte entlang einer Achse des Strahlstroms, wobei die Vielzahl
von Punktgeräuschquellen an jeweiligen Punkten der Abschnitte festgelegt wird;
Bestimmen von jeweiligen Geräuschquellenstärken von jeweiligen Punktgeräuschquellen;
Bestimmen von jeweiligen Phasen der jeweiligen Punktgeräuschquellen auf Grundlage der jeweiligen Geräusch-
quellenstärken, entnommen an einer Vielzahl von Beobachtungspunkten und einem bekannten Geräuschpegel
eines weiten freien Geräuschfeldes in Bezug auf den Strahlstrom;
Erzeugen eines Strahlgeräuschquellenmodells, dargestellt durch die erhaltenen Geräuschquellenstärken und
-phasen; und
Verwenden des Strahlgeräuschquellenmodells bei der Entwicklung eines Luftfahrzeugs.

2. Strahlgeräuschquellenmodellierungsverfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Punktgeräuschquellen entlang einer
Strahlachse des Strahlstroms festgelegt sind.

3. Strahlgeräuschanalyseverfahren zum Analysieren eines Geräuschfeldes um einen Strahlstrom herum durch Ver-
wenden eines durch das Strahlgeräuschquellenmodellierungsverfahren nach Anspruch 1 erzeugten Strahlgeräusch-
quellenmodells.

4. Strahlgeräuschanalyseverfahren zum Analysieren eines Geräuschfeldes um einen Strahlstrom herum durch Ver-
wenden eines durch das Strahlgeräuschquellenmodellierungsverfahren nach Anspruch 2 erzeugten Strahlgeräusch-
quellenmodells.

5. Luftfahrzeuggestaltungsverfahren zum Gestalten eines Luftfahrzeugs, beinhaltend den Schritt des Schätzens eines
Einflusses eines Luftrahmens auf ein Strahlgeräusch unter Anwendung des Strahlgeräuschanalyseverfahrens nach
Anspruch 3.

6. Luftfahrzeuggestaltungsverfahren zum Gestalten eines Luftfahrzeugs, beinhaltend den Schritt des Schätzens eines
Einflusses eines Luftrahmens auf ein Strahlgeräusch unter Anwendung des Strahlgeräuschanalyseverfahrens nach
Anspruch 4.

Revendications

1. Procédé informatique de modélisation de source de bruit de jet de création d’un modèle de source de bruit de jet,
comprenant :

l’établissement d’une pluralité de sources sonores ponctuelles pour quantifier une distribution de force d’une
source de bruit de jet déterminée par une analyse stable de Navier-Stokes en moyenne de Reynolds (RANS)
d’un flux de jet en divisant le flux de jet en sections le long d’un axe du flux de jet, la pluralité de sources sonores
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ponctuelles étant établie à des points respectifs des sections ;
la détermination de forces de sources sonores respectives de sources sonores ponctuelles respectives ;
la détermination de phases respectives des sources sonores ponctuelles respectives sur la base des forces
de sources sonores respectives prises à une pluralité de points d’observation et d’un niveau de bruit connu
d’un champ acoustique libre éloigné lié au flux de jet ;
la création d’un modèle de source de bruit de jet représenté par les forces et les phases de sources sonores
obtenues ; et
l’utilisation du modèle de source de bruit de jet dans le développement d’un avion.

2. Procédé de modélisation de source de bruit de jet selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les sources sonores ponc-
tuelles sont établies le long d’un axe de jet du flux de jet.

3. Procédé d’analyse de bruit de jet d’analyse d’un champ sonore autour d’un flux de jet en utilisant un modèle de
source de bruit de jet créé par le procédé de modélisation de source de bruit de jet selon la revendication 1.

4. Procédé d’analyse de bruit de jet d’analyse d’un champ sonore autour d’un flux de jet en utilisant un modèle de
source de bruit de jet créé par le procédé de modélisation de source de bruit de jet selon la revendication 2.

5. Procédé de conception d’avion de conception d’un avion, incluant l’étape d’estimation d’une influence d’une cellule
d’avion sur un bruit de jet utilisant le procédé d’analyse de bruit de jet selon la revendication 3.

6. Procédé de conception d’avion de conception d’un avion incluant l’étape d’estimation d’une influence d’une cellule
d’avion sur un bruit de jet utilisant le procédé d’analyse de bruit de jet selon la revendication 4.
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